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“The antivaxxers are a loathsome, despicable group who seem to be able to
plumb the deepest levels of depravity to push their agenda”.

So said Kirk Hall, husband of Dr. Harriet Hall, 77, the famous Air Force doctor and
vax pusher who just died of congestive heart failure.   He was mad that some had
suggested she died of the vaccine she had been pushing.  I don't know whether she
did or not, but I do find it curious that a doctor who had “an arrhythmia of many
years duration and was already in delicate health” in 2020 would not only push a
untested faux-vaccine from Pfizer—one of the most corrupt companies on the planet
—but allegedly also take multiple doses of it herself.  Doesn't say much for her
medical acumen, or her broader judgment.  We have to ask why she was so keen to
push this faux-vaccine, an experimental gene therapy she had no expertise in, one
that was rushed through trials and for which Pfizer was exempt from responsibility.
Is it really depraved of me to ask that question?  I don't think so.  My assumption is
that everyone who conspicuously pushed these vaccines was paid to do so, and I
will stick with that until it is proved otherwise.  

So who is really loathsome, despicable, and depraved in this story: those who tried
to warn against these deadly vaccines, or those who pushed them on a nation of
trusting and fearful citizens with lies, false assurances, faked statistics, shaming and
other psychological tricks, raw authority, illegal mandates, and outright threats?  



Remember, it is now admitted the entire Covid/vaccine promotion came not out of
CDC, FDA, or even WHO, it came out of DoD, Department of Defense, of which the
Air Force is a part.  Harriet Hall was Air Force.  Are you awake?  

So in answer to who is loathsome here, I think the answer is clear, and I for one am
not prepared to take any guff from Kirk Hall or anyone else.  He can stuff his phony
outrage, and that applies to all of those posting on this, including the morally
bankrupt Jonathan Stea, the misnamed Atheists for Liberty, and the entire cast of
government and corporate fronts and shills at The Skeptical Inquirer, CSICOP (aka
PSYOP), and of course the Air Force. The idea that any of these people or
organizations retains the footing to even use the word “moral” in a sentence is
ridiculous, since they clearly haven't the foggiest idea what it means.  They are paid
to write propaganda so that is literally all they know.  You have to wonder why
anyone would ever listen to them, and with these particular groups the answer is
becoming clearer year by year: almost no one is. Without bots to pad out their online
numbers and fake book sales—also purchased by government computers and then
pulped—we would be able to judge their true reach, which is near zero.  No one
reads these people or quotes them except other agents.  It is all a circle jerk and the
public now knows that. 

Trust in these self-described experts, online and off, has completely collapsed with
the faux-vaccine narrative itself, and such people and organizations now have
approval ratings equal to or less than Congress—which itself is less trusted than
telemarketers.  Not making that up: see recent polls.*  Harriet Hall was a cohort of
Michael Shermer, as they admit in the obits, and he is now slightly less popular than
crab lice. Shermer recently announced the release of his new book on Youtube, and
the bots appeared to have arrived a few weeks late, since the initial comments were
100% negative.  It was a bloodbath.  

Speaking of Shermer, he continues to be heavily promoted, even by those like Joe
Rogan, which you should find VERY strange.  Why would Rogan have this slimy
agent on his show, when Rogan is ostensibly trying to appeal to an audience that
should—and probably does—despise Shermer?  I have a theory: they are trying to
repair Shermer's reputation after I destroyed it in 2018, so they have done a partial
remake on him since then, having him attack wokism, attack a woke Scientific
American (attacking his own master), etc, and doing it through media like Rogan.  I
didn't realize until today they were doing this, and I have to admit I find it amusing.
But the thing is, Rogan's audience can easily do a Youtube search on Shermer,
finding him most famous for his “God doesn't exist” speeches at TED and
elsewhere. Shermer's history up until 2021 was aggressively pro-deep state,
pushing all its various kool-aids including its drugs and vaccines, so his appearance
should rebound hard negative on Rogan.  Sort of like Kanye or Andrew Tate or Nick
Fuentes appearing with Alex Jones.  These alliances make no sense from a logical
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or ideational standpoint, so they just tend to look like fellow agents promoting one
another as a part of Operation Chaos. 

In the same way, we can now judge anyone eulogizing Harriet Hall. Since we know
she was a Fellow of CSICOP and a pusher of deadly vaccines, we can immediately
peg anyone continuing to promote her or protect her from commentary as a fellow
agent.  That isn't depravity, it is logic, which—last time I checked—was a still a pillar
of science.       

In a related story, I just studied video of comedienne Heather McDonald collapsing
on-stage during a performance, right after bragging about all her jabs and being
cheered for it.  At first I thought it might be staged, but after watching it closely many
times, I think it was real.  People most often faint forward, as has long been known.
I remember an Encyclopedia Brown episode from when I was kid, which hinged on
that.  McDonald faints backward.  But the tell is that she doesn't even try to catch
herself with her arms. Anyone still conscious will automatically try to catch
themselves with their arms: they can't help it.  She hits the ground hard with her
head, and she would never do that as a stunt.  So it looks like she fell off her 4-inch
stilettos backward.  I don't know why a woman who is already nearly six feet tall
needs stilettos, but there it is.  Also not clear on why a large woman with bird legs
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would wear pencil pants, but there it is. It shows us her judgment is not too good,
aesthetically, medically, or in regard to tempting fate.  

Tempting fate?  Yep, because the timing of her collapse was even stranger than the
collapse itself.  She brags about taking every vaccine in the book, but follows that by
saying, “Clearly, Jesus loves me the most”.  Wow.  That coming from someone who
is clearly Jewish.  We can tell that just by looking at her, but her background and
preference scream it as well.  So, my reading of that—and I could be wrong, I don't
pretend to know what the gods or muses are up to from moment to moment—is that
she stepped way over some cosmic line there.  Because after saying that, her eyes
immediately began peeling back in her head, and within three seconds of saying
that she cracked her head on the stage, ending up with a broken skull and two black
eyes.  

So it is very hard not to infer she called up the wrath of someone, if not Jesus or
Michael, then the Muse of stand-up comedy.  I am totally serious, and I personally
took it as a warning not to get cocky in relation to the gods.  I have joked that the
Sun is on my side recently, and I take this opportunity to retract that.  I have no idea
what the Sun is actually up to, or Apollo, or anyone else.  No doubt they have bigger
things to attend to than my pathetic little existence.  I had meant that I am grateful
for the assistance I have had in unlocking the Solar Cycles, and had best leave it at
that.  Mainstream science is clearly on the wrong side of Nature, and I don't wish to
join them.  

*Congress scored 62% low/very low in trust, while telemarketers scored only 59%.  Congress scored
0% very high and 7% high.  That 7% must be on heavy medication/ventilators.  It must include the
same 4% that has a very high trust in telemarketers.  In comments at Youtube, Michael Shermer didn't
even hit 4% positive.     


